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1 Introdu tion

tify Phase (TIP), present in the physi al layer of the
proto ol.
An IEEE 1394 network onsists of several nodes (devi es), having one or more ports. Via their ports, nodes
an be onne ted in a tree-like network topology. The
purpose of TIP is to onstru t a spanning tree over
this network, where the root of this tree will a t as bus
master in subsequent phases of the proto ol.
As a basi operation, ea h node an drive a
PARENT NOTIFY (PN ) or a CHILD NOTI FY
(CN ) signal to a neighbor node, or the node an leave
the line undriven (IDLE ). The PN signal is to ask
the other node to be ome parent ( onne ting loser to
the root) of the sending node (then onne ting further
away from the root) and is a knowledged by a CN signal. The re eipt of a CN signal on a port, is a knowledged by removing the PN signal from the onne ting
able. In the nal stage of TIP, two neighboring nodes
may ea h try to nd their parent by sending a PN
signal to ea h other. This situation is alled root ontention in whi h RCP is initiated to ele t one of the
two nodes as root.

The IEEE 1394 Root Contention Proto ol (RCP) has
be ome a quite popular ase study used to investigate
the feasibility of a formal veri ation te hnique. Being
part of the IEEE 1394 serial bus proto ol, whi h has
been developed for inter onne ting multimedia equipment (and whi h is also known under the names of
FireWire and iLink), RCP is asso iated with an appealing state{of{the{art multimedia appli ation.
RCP is an industrial leader ele tion proto ol for two
pro esses in whi h both timing and probabilisti aspe ts are ru ial. It is small, easy to understand, and
yet, the problems en ountered in veri ation of this
proto ol are in many aspe ts illustrative for the appliation of formal methods to other real{life appli ations.
Several ase studies, using di erent tools and te hniques, have analysed various aspe ts of the proto ol.
This paper ompares several approa hes to the veri ation of IEEE 1395 RCP and reports on the experien es
and lessons to be learned when applying formal methods to industrial appli ations.
Rather than presenting new te hni al results, this
paper aims at giving an overview of the papers [11, 12,
1, 2, 3℄ and previous work [14, 15, 13, 5℄ by the author together with Thomas Hune, Judi Romijn, David
Simons and Frits Vaandrager.

2.1 The Root Contention Protocol

If a node re eives a PN signal on a port, while sending
a PN signal on that port, it knows it is in root ontention. Note that root ontention is dete ted by ea h
of the two ontending nodes individually. Upon dete tion of root ontention, a node ba ks o by removing
the PN signal, leaving the line in the state IDLE . At
the same time, it starts a timer and pi ks a random bit.
If the random bit is one, the node will wait for a time
RC SLOW , whereas if the random bit is zero, it will
wait for a shorter time RC FAST . The table below
lists the wait times as spe i ed in the IEEE 1394 and
1394a standards [6, 7℄. Another relevant onstant is the
able velo ity, whi h is minimally 5:05 ns=m. Sin e the
able length is at most 4:5 m, this yields a maximum

2 Root Contention within IEEE 1394
The IEEE 1394-1995 standard [6℄ and its improvement
[7℄ spe ify a high performan e serial bus, suited for
heap and fast data transfer between omputer and
multimedia devi es. The standard is des ribed in a
layered, OSI style and RCP is part of the Tree Iden PROGRESS Proje t TES4199, Veri ation of Hard and
Softly Timed Systems (HaaST).
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propagation delay (delay ) of 22:8 ns.
When its timer expires, a node samples its ontention port on e again. If it sees IDLE , it starts
sending PN anew and waits for CN signal as an a knowledgment. If, on the other hand, a node samples
a PN on its port, then it sends the CN signal ba k
as an a knowledgement and be omes the root. In the
ase that both nodes pi k identi al random bits, there
is a han e of root ontention again: ea h node may see
an IDLE signal when its timer expires and both start
sending the PN signal. In this ase, both nodes dete t renewed root ontention and the whole pro ess is
repeated until one of them be omes root. Eventually
(with probability one), both nodes will pi k di erent
random bits, in whi h ase root ontention ertainly is
resolved.

the ommuni ation delay is negligible ompared to the
root ontention wait times.
In this model, the probabilisti behaviour (in ombination with fairness) has been studied. Most of the
veri ation has been done manually, but several invariants and fairness properties have been have been
he ked with the model he ker SMV [9℄. It turned
out that it is not so diÆ ult to model the proto ol in
SMV, but the formal relation between the I/O automaton model and the derived SMV model involves many
te hni al details.

Real{time model [15℄ In order to study the timing

behaviour, timing has been modeled more pre isely in
[14℄, yielding the probabilisti timed I/O automaton
[10℄. As in the dis rete time model, the ommuniation between the nodes is modeled as the transfer
of single messages (PN or CN ) that are sent only
on e, and upon re eipt removed from the wire. The
analysis of this model has been done manually, where
the onstants r fast min , r fast max , r slow min ,
r slow max and delay are treated as timing parameters. Two onstraints on these parameters are derived
that ensure orre tness:

3 Models and Te hniques
The RCP has been analysed using several models and
veri ation te hniques. This se tion ompares the results and experien es from various studies of RCP. Se tion 3.1 des ribes the results of the veri ation a tivities the author has been involved in [14, 15, 13, 5℄ and
Se tion 3.2 presents several other approa hes to the
analysis of RCP [11, 12, 1, 2, 3℄.

delay < r fast min;
2  delay < r slow min

r fast max :

A do ument from the IEEE 1394 working group [4℄
(found by the authors after publi ation of their work)
provided di erent timing onstraints than the ones derived in [15℄:

3.1 Models of RCP based on I/O automata

The papers [14, 15, 13, 5℄, all follow an automaton{
based approa h to veri ation. The proto ol and its
spe i ation are both des ribed as automata, respe tively Impl and Spe , and orre tness is expressed by
Impl v Spe . Here, v is a suitable notion of tra e
in lusion. The proto ol orre tness is established by
stepwise abstra tion: it is shown that Impl v I1 v
I2 v I3 v Spe . Here, I1 is an automaton obtained
by abstra ting from the ommuni ation in Impl, I2 removes all timing information from I1 (in the dis rete
time ase I1 = I2 ) and in I3 internal hoi es are further
ontra ted. The main probabilisti analysis is arried
out in the step I2 v I3 . Sin e these automata are very
small and they are identi al for all di erent versions of
Impl (see below), the method of stepwise abstra tion
simpli es the veri ation pro ess signi antly.

2  delay < r fast min;
2  delay < r slow min

r fast max ;

showing that the model in [15℄ is not onform the IEEE
standard. These onstraints are not present in the
standards, but the root ontent wait times for the 1394
and 1394a standards do meet them.

Detailed model [13℄ A lose inspe tion of the IEEE
do umentation yielded that it is inappropriate to
model the ommuni ation between the nodes by a
pa ket me hanism as in [15℄ for two reasons. First, it
is ne essary to model the absen e of a message (IDLE )
expli itly. Se ondly, signals may remain unseen by the
re eiving node. This is the ase if a se ond signal (possible IDLE ) arrives at the re eiving node's port while
the node has not sampled its port sin e the rst signal
has arrived.
This analysis yielded a more detailed model [13℄,
where the ommuni ation has been by signals that are
ontinuously being driven a ross the wire. Sin e the
probabilisti analysis of this proto ol model is very

Dis rete time model [14℄ As a starting point for fur-

ther veri ation, [14℄ des ribes a dis rete time probabilisti model of the proto ol in the probabilisti I/O
automata framework developed by Segala [10℄. The abstra tion to dis rete time is justi ed by the observation
that RC SLOW is about 2 times RC FAST and that
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timing onstants
RC FAST
RC SLOW

minimum
r fast min
r slow min

1394
240 ns
570 ns

1394a
760 ns
1590 ns

maximum
r fast max
r slow max

1394
260 ns
600 ns

1394a
850 ns
1670 ns

Root ontend wait times from IEEE 1394 and 1394a
probabilisti hoi e. The probabilisti hoi e has been
repla ed with a fairness property. Sin e only fun tional
behaviour is onsidered, this is appropriate, as the fairness property is implied by the probabilisti behaviour
of the proto ol. The model in [1℄ is similar to [15℄ and
[2℄ to [13℄ and the same timing onstraints are found.

similar to the real{time model, [13℄ only onsiders the
timing aspe ts of this detailed model. This model has
been veri ed using the timed model he ker Uppaal
in [13℄ for a large number of instan es for the parameters. This analysis yielded exa tly the timing onstraints from [4℄. As it is the ase with SMV, it is
not diÆ ult to model the proto ol in Uppaal, but the
formal relation between the I/O automaton model and
the Uppaal model involves many nasty details.
Parametri models [5℄ The work [5℄ veri ed the models in [15℄ and [13℄ with a parametri extension of the
model he ker Uppaal, where all the ve onstants of
RCP are treated as parameters. This analysis yielded
the same timing onstraints.

Spades

D'Argenio [3℄ investigates the performan e
of the RCP using the sto hasti pro ess algebra
(Spades). The proto ol model is based on [15℄. Although the standard spe i es timing delays to be taken
nondeterministi ally within their respe tive intervals,
[3℄ assumes a uniform distribution for the root ontention times and {distribution for the ommuni ation delay. Sin e te hniques and tools for doing performan e analysis in the presen e of non{determinism
hardly exist, resolving the nondeterministi hoi es by
probabilisti ones is urrently the best one an do. The
analysis shows that, in most of the ases, root ontention is resolved in one round of the proto ol and that
both the average time until root ontention is resolved
and its varian e grow approximately linearly with the
able length.

3.2 Other Models

E{LOTOS Independently of [15℄, Shankland et all.
[11, 12℄ present a formal des ription of RCP in E{
LOTOS { an extension of LOTOS with time { of the
entire Tree Identify Phase in 1394, in luding RCP. An
advantage of E{LOTOS is its similarity with programming languages, making it easy to read for engineers,
see [8℄. Sin e tools for this language have not been developed yet, no rigorous veri ation is arried out for
the E{LOTOS models. The models [11, 12℄ (the RCP
part) and [15℄ are similar, and do not ompletely omply to the standard. Ea h of these works models the
ommuni ation is by a pa ket me hanism. Se ondly,
in [11, 12℄, a CN sent immediately after a PN has
been dete ted, whereas the standard requires to wait
a least the minimal root ontention time. It is said in
[12, 8℄ that this done be ause he king for a message
after the waiting time has been expired is not expressible in E-LOTOS. If this is indeed the ase, then this
would plead for an extension of E-LOTOS with new
expressive means.
LPMC Toetenel and his team [1, 2℄ have used their
parametri model he ker LPMC to investigate the
timing onstraints of RCP, where the values for delay
and (in some ases) r slow min r fast max are
taken as parameters. The other values are taken as
onstants. The entire veri ation is done with LPMC,
whi h is unlike [13, 5, 11, 12℄, where additional mahinery is needed to deal with liveness properties and

4 Con lusion
From the papers [11, 12, 1, 2, 3℄ and from my own
experien es with the formal veri ation of the IEEE
1394 Root Contention, I on lude the following.
In order for the results of a formal veri ation to be
reliable useful for engineers, the proto ol models must
{ of ourse { be realisti . Constru ting a realisti proto ol model is, however, not easy. It is unavoidable
to abstra t from ertain details in the standard but it
is hard to judge whether these abstra tions are appropriate. this is hampered by the fa t that industrial
standards are often informal, in omplete and diÆ ult
to read for nonexperts.
Sin e it turned out to be inappropriate to model the
ommuni ation delay between the nodes by a pa ket
me hanism in RCP, it is worthwhile onsidering to
what extent this is appropriate in the other parts of
the Tree Identify Phase.
For a maximal pro t from tool support, it is desirable to have more established translations between different formalisms and input languages of tools. With
3
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automated tools for those translations, a lot of time in
the veri ation ould be saved.
Finally, it is not lear why the IEEE standard has
hosen this parti ular leader ele tion algorithm, rather
than the most obvious one (where ea h node sends the
out ome of its oin ip to the other node until two
di erent out omes are tossed), whi h seems to be faster
and easier. This question be omes more relevant (see
[4℄) as the timing onstraints of urrent implementation
require the ontention times to be longer if the able
length between the nodes in rease.
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